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Executive Summary  
Background 

The Australian wild caught Southern rock lobster industry operates in the South Eastern part of Australia 
and spans three distinct jurisdictional areas - South Australia, Victoria and Tasmania. The industry 
comprises a fleet of vessels run by a mix of family owned and operated business and vertically integrated 
export businesses. 

Some industry participants consider that the ownership structure has an impact on the culture of the 
industry which extends to benefits to regional communities, employment and job satisfaction. 

Southern Rocklobster Limited (SRL) recognised there is diversity in the composition of the industry’s 
structure and the receipt of benefits from the fishery varies between user types. SRL sought to hold a 
workshop to assess other similar examples and if there appropriate management options to address 
them. 

 

Aims, Objectives & Methodology 

A workshop hosted by Southern Rocklobster Limited was held in Melbourne in October 2019, to allow 
industry stakeholders, managers and investors the opportunity to discuss the current industry structure 
and determine any paths of action. 

Keynote speakers were selected to facilitate discussion of the benefits of various and current ownership 
structures.  As experts in the field they presented on key parts of individual transferable quotas, their 
history in Australia and case studies from North America. 

Speakers included Professor Caleb Gardner, Dr Nick Rayns, Steven Xiao, Evelyn Pinkerton and Mike 
Barron. Speaker’s qualifications and experience are outlined in the report. 

Discussion 

The workshop discussion, facilitated by Caleb Gardner focused on pragmatic options if industry agreed 
that measures needed to be taken to address the unintended consequences of ITQ systems. 

Dr Rayns provided the benefits that TAC ITQs offered fisheries. These included integration with macro 
changes in global economics and followed trends in capitalism and the enhancement of free trade.  

The workshop discussion involved discussing the various dimensions of the characteristics of ‘rights’; 
flexibility, exclusivity, quality of title, transferability, divisibility and duration 

The workshop considered whether Individual transferable quotas constitute rights. In Australia there has 
been a push to equate ITQs as rights which increases exclusivity of a publicly owned resource. This reduces 
an investor’s exposure to the risk of the Government altering the framework. 

The Australian seafood sector has not kept pace with the implementation or development thinking for 
alternative business arrangements. Comparisons were made between the land-based agriculture sector 
and its ability to diversify into other commodities, markets and value adding strategies. Speakers at the 
workshop outlined that there are genuine management options for curbing the rate at which a fishery 
becomes more exclusive. Whilst some alternatives seems novel and in some instances even extreme, it 



was discussed that in Australia, these alternatives are often left unexplored when fisheries are being 
established or reformed. 

Internationally there is a considerable body of arrangements that are being implemented that can inform 
Australian fisheries. These were discussed in length during Dr Pinkerton’s presentation. 

The desired framework for a fishery must first decide what its goals are. These goals might include; the 
prevalence of owner operator businesses, low entrance costs for young fishers, support for regional 
communities and return on investment. 

The workshop reviewed options to deliver objectives and fishery community goals. These options ranged 
from legislative and regulatory instruments to voluntary local agreements. Assessment of these goals 
could constitute further work in this area. 

Recommendations & Implications 

The purpose of the workshop was not to consult with industry on various options, but to lead thought and 
inform strategies, policies and options on what areas industry could improve, and how it could implement 
change to achieve those improvements. As such, the outcomes of the workshop have no realisable 
implications on the industry. The outputs expected from the workshop are: 

1. A succinct summary and discussion on “Current direction of the SRL fishery, and options for 
changing course from fisheries elsewhere”.  

2. An avenue for the provision of a synthesis of Alternative Business/Deed/Corporate models that 
can be used to deliver different objectives when implementing management measures including 
ITQs, TACs and ITEs or Input Controls. 

3. Debate and education for attendees at the workshop. 
4. To synthesise alternative business/deed/corporate models that can be used to deliver different 

objectives when implementing management measures including ITQs, TACs and ITEs or Input 
Controls including: 

●  A brief overview of alternatives 
● A conceptual framework for informing decisions 
● Case studies of examples used by different fisheries to deliver particular goals  
● Further resource material – eg web links, publications etc 

 

 

  



Introduction 
The Board of Southern Rocklobster Limited (SRL) had on several occasions discussed the industry’s 
ownership composition and trends. These trends include the reduction in fleet size due to policy and 
desire for industry to impose input controls. At a meeting of the Board in February 2018, the issue of 
ownership concentration’ and rationalisation as a direct result of ITQ management implementation 
(across all SRL jurisdictions) was discussed in depth. It was noted that general dissatisfaction amongst 
‘grass-roots’ members of the industry (owner operated business) could be loosely attributed to reductions 
in fleet size and an increasingly concentrated ownership base. Furthermore this issue had never been 
openly addressed or discussed by a wide range of stakeholders. 

The Board saw an opportunity to bring interested parties together in the presence of several experts on 
ITQ management to discuss this issue in an open forum. 

The workshop was held on Monday, 7 October 2019 at Tullamarine Airport. 

 



Objectives 
1. Plan for and adapt to corporatisation in the Southern rock lobster fishery and summarise concerns 

and identify possible solutions. 

2. Identify ways that fishers can become better organised and better able to protect their interests. 

3. Identify comparisons with fisheries that exist within ITQ managed systems. 



Method  
The workshop steering committee consisted of Dr Annabel Jones (PIRSA), Professor Caleb Gardner (IMAS) 
and Tom Cosentino (SRL). The steering committee tabled concepts for the content of the workshop as 
well as potential keynote speakers. 

The format of the workshop would follow a logical process beginning with an explanation of the theory of 
individual transferable quotas followed by the history of their usage in Australia, as well as in the rock 
lobster fisheries and ending with the benefits and disadvantages experienced as a result of their 
implementation. 

Several case studies were drawn upon from international guest speakers, particularly from Canada where 
the East coast (NS) lobster fishery is absent of an ITQ system. 

Invitations to the workshop were sent to all SRL member organisations, the FRDC, IMAS and each of the 
State fisheries management teams. All enquiries as to attendance outside of these groups were accepted. 
A full list of attendees is available in the Appendix to this report. 

The workshop concepts were developed from a set of categorised questions developed by the steering 
committee based on discussions held by the RD&E Committee and SRL Board. These are set out in the 
Appendix to this report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Recommendations 
1. To synthesise alternative business/deed/corporate models that can be used to deliver different 

objectives when implementing management measures including ITQs, TACs and ITEs or Input 
Controls including: 

●  A brief overview of alternatives 

● A conceptual framework for informing decisions 

● Case studies of examples used by different fisheries to deliver particular goals  

● Further resource material – eg web links, publications etc 

 

 

 



Project Materials Developed 

• Appendix 1 Workshop agenda 
• Appendix 2 Workshop attendees 
• Appendix 3 Steering Committee concepts 
• Appendix 4 presentations 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Appendix 1 - Workshop Agenda 
 

 

SRL Corporatisation 
Workshop 

7 October 2019 
Holiday Inn, Melbourne Airport 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Time Item # Item Speaker 
9:45am 
to 
10.00am 

1 Welcome, introduction & objectives of the workshop Tom Cosentino 

10:00am 
to 
10:30am 

2 
 
The economic fundamentals of ITQ management 

Prof Caleb Gardner 
(IMAS) 

10:30am 
to 
11:00am 
 

3 The trends in Australian ITQ managed fisheries 
Dr Nick Rayns 
(FutureCatch, former 
AFMA) 

11:00am 
to  
11:15pm 

TEA 

11:15am 
to 
12:00pm 

4 Hegemony and resistance: Disturbing patterns and 
hopeful signs in the impact of neoliberal policies on 
small-scale fisheries around the world 

 
Dr Evelyn Pinkerton 
(Simon Fraser 
University) 
 

12:00pm 
to 
12:45pm 

5 A fisherman’s perspective. Learnings from the Nova 
Scotia lobster fishery 

 
Mike Barron 

12:45pm 
to 
1:45pm 

LUNCH 

1:45pm 
to 
2:15pm 

6 
Globalisation and changes to overseas investment in 
Australia’s resources Stephen Xiao (KPMG) 

2:15pm 
to 
3:15pm 

7.1 
Workshop discussion Part 1: Road testing 
management options 

Facilitated by Prof 
Caleb Gardner (IMAS) 

3:15pm 
to 
3:30pm 

AFTERNOON TEA 

 
3:30pm 
to 
4:45pm 

7.2 
 
 

Workshop discussion Part 2: Road testing 
management options 

Facilitated by Prof 
Caleb Gardner (IMAS) 

4:45pm 
to 
5:00pm 

8 Summary and meeting close Tom Cosentino 



 

Appendix 2 - Workshop Attendees 
Nicholas Rayns  

Caleb Gardner  

Clive Perryman 

Patrick Hone 

Roger Rowe 

Michael Blake 

Markus Nolle 

Pauline Nolle 

Ian Cartwright 

Ross Bromley 

John Brady 

Emily Ogier 

Sarah Jennings 

Colin Buxton 

Evelyn Pinkerton 

John Sansom 

Kyri Toumazos 

Nathan Kimber 

Toby Jeavons 

Florence Briton 

Karlie McDonald 

Hilary Revill 

Paul Richardson 

Thomas Cosentino 

Mike Barron 

Stephen Xiao 

  



Appendix 3 - Steering Committee Concepts  
 

1. The economic fundamentals of ITQ management 

- what is rent? 

- that it exists only because of limited entries and decision to reduce labour 

- rationalisation isn’t necessary for competitiveness where there is rent (eg c.f. dairy), 

- estimates of what the rent vs labour tradeoff could be in lobster 

- should the government get involved in managing outcomes of fisheries 

 

2. How does the community benefit from ITQs? 

- How does company tax income alter with ITQs? 

- Scale of reinvestment of rent into the community or new enterprises? 

- Is rent lost through other process like ownership or rent flows outside jurisdiction? 

- Does the reinvestment of rent outweigh the loss of employment? 

 

3. Where are we heading with current targets for SRL fisheries 

- Quantify the scale of the planned future rent increases and cuts in vessels and employment 

based on current targets 

- Add in scale of industry proposed additional cuts to employment (eg changes in pots/vessel) 

- Estimate the targeted increase in workforce age and cuts in new entrants. 

- Projections of rent changes on current trajectories of ownership outside jurisdiction 

  

4. Who is responsible for retrieving the bolted horse? 

The fishery is heading towards minimal employment with much diminished regional or Australian 
benefit. At the same time rents will be increasing and overall economic yield from the fishery will 
continue to grow to extraordinary levels. 

- What does the legislation and policy say about whether something needs to be done? 

- Would “industry” like a say? 

 



5. Could we put the horse back in the stable even if we wanted to? 

If there was an obligation or appetite for restoring community benefit from lobster fisheries, 
what could be done?  

What we need are examples and ideas of tuning and adjusting our systems to improve the state 
of our fishery and restore some community benefit. We recognise that there’s no consensus that 
diminishing community benefit is a bad thing. This discussion just dispels the idea that nothing 
can be done (“what could we do?”, “the horse has bolted”, “the quota has changed hands”, “it’s 
just the way of the world”, “we needed to get boats out of the fishery for it to survive”, etc etc). 



Appendix 4 - Presentations  
Presentations attached: 

1. Prof Caleb Gardner - Corporatisation, quotas, ITQs and rent export in lobster fisheries 

2. Dr Nick Rayns - Why do we have TAC-ITQ Management? And how do we future-proof it? 

3. Dr Evelyn Pinkerton - Strategies supporting access rights of owner-operators of small-scale 
fisheries (SSFs) in a neoliberal world 

4. Mike Barron presented his experiences as a lobster fisherman in an input controlled fishery. His 
presentation file was unable to be transferred. 

5. Stephen Xiao - Demystifying Chinese Investment in Australia 

 



Corporatisation, quotas, ITQs and rent export in lobster fisheries

Caleb Gardner



Individual transferable quotas …the theory



ITQs  …the theory

➢ Quota controls total catch (not the only method to 
limit catch, but is direct)

➢ Input controls suffer technology creep – TACs are one 
solution

Catch control (“Q”) was the most influential feature for 
application of ITQs in Australian lobster fisheries 
(effort creep + recruitment trough) 

Incorrectly equated with avoiding “tragedy of the 
commons”! Costello et al., 2008. Can Catch Shares Prevent 

Fisheries Collapse? Science



ITQs  …the theory

➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 



ITQs  …the theory

➢ Increase technical efficiency of the fleet to create 
economic rents

➢ Enable future cash flows to be capitalised into 
share prices

➢ Rewards entrepreneurialism / corporatisation of 
the supply chain

➢ Enable inefficient fishers to exit with wealth
➢ Contracts the number of fishing firms (“too many 

boats”  or “too many divers”, etc)

Many of the outcomes of ITQs that are today discussed as problems, like loss of opportunity 
for new entrants were intended.  So therefore indicate “success”.  



Confusion between licence payments, cost recovery, rent and royalties

➢ “Lost Freight Café”– on public land (Mt 
Wellington Park)

➢ Pays rates to Hobart City Council. Like a licence 
payment in fishery as it’s cost recovery by 
council for maintenance services.

➢ Also pays rent for use of pubic land.  Like a 
royalty payment in fisheries (outside Australia).

➢ “Macquarie St Foodstore Café” – on private land
➢ Pay council rates for shared service costs, like 

fishers pay licence fees.   
➢ Also pay land tax because property has 

elements of public resource in Australian (UK) 
Georgist taxation

➢ Land tax is a royalty and is ~ 15% of rent. 



Gordon-Schaeffer curve, rents, normal profit, sustainable harvests.   
➢ This is where competitive 

industries operate (like cafés)
➢ This is what limited entry 

fisheries target (in theory)
➢ Economic rent is seen in 

fisheries by payments for 
access, either royalties 
(public rent) or lease fees 
(private rent).

➢ Note rent changes with 
effort, PLUS any of the other 
factors   



Gordon-Schaeffer curve, rents, normal profit, sustainable harvests.   
➢ This is where competitive 

industries operate (like cafés)
➢ This is what limited entry 

fisheries target (in theory)
➢ Economic rent is seen in 

fisheries by payments for 
access, either royalties 
(public rent) or lease fees 
(private rent).

➢ Note rent changes with 
effort, PLUS any of the other 
factors   

“fishing to market”
vertical supply chains
“manage to biology” 

Technical efficiency
Less capital stuffing 

Limit entry and reduce # operators



Gordon-Schaeffer curve, rents, normal profit, sustainable harvests.   
➢ What happens if we just 

move this line?
➢ Different things happen 

depending on whether effort 
is dynamic or regulated   

Efficiency



What happens with efficiency gains?

In a competitive system … price 
falls and firms become efficient 
to remain viable (“it’s the way 
of the world and we needed it 

to survive”) 

Very different with fisheries. Supply is regulated.  So reduced labour creates 
rents, not lower price. There’s no imperative to become efficient for survival.  

Who gets the rent?  



Tasmanian fishery history - very high stock abundance after WW2



- Stocks healthy but more depleted through to 1980s



- Low stock by 1993 due to low recruitment + excessive catches
- Catches better controlled by seasons and then total commercial catch limit in 1998 (“quota”) 



- Low stock by 1993 due to low recruitment + excessive catches

1993 - Stock at lowest level and getting worse so 
catch needed to be reduced.  

Closed seasons did the job but there was 
appetite for larger change (stewardship!).  



NZ 1986

Iceland 1984

Tas 
Abalone 
1991

ITQ systems were the trend 

SZ – SA 1993



Good recruitment + quota = stock recovery through to 2008

Stock rebuilding required less 
catch.  But not ITQs.  



As with other states, “stewardship” and “fishing for profit” never really took off as concepts.
(lowing TAC perceived as bad for business….even after 20 years)

Industry and government had a 
bias towards revenue (high catch) 

not long-run asset value



Quota cuts led to statewide recovery – catch rate now higher than previous 30 years and growing  



➢ Controlling the catch, by any means, is good for the stock
➢ Changes in the industry more complicated and not always textbook
➢ Increasing concern about predictable/ intended/desirable outcomes of ITQs (eg fewer 

fishers, fewer young fishers, high lease prices, less efficient firms exiting).



Catch concentrated on fewer vessels

Fleet shrinking (was 340 vessels in 1990s)

Industry expresses concern about “new 
entrants” (yet talk about too many boats 
(or divers)).  

Management plan had social indicator of 
220 vessels.  Breached in 2006.  Numerous 
feasible options discussed … but higher 
rent (lease price) prioritised.  



➢ Established an “ITE” system with gear units linked to pots 
(eg 100 units = 85 pots)

➢ Could be used to limit catch to a TACC…in theory
➢ Failed to be applied properly (industry lobbying) 
➢ ITE was blamed in 2009 when recruitment crashed so the 

fishery was shifted to ITQs  

Western Rock Lobster



Most of the changes have been predictable –
they were being discussed in the 1990s and 
expected / intended from efficiency.

➢ Loss of firms from regional towns
➢ Ageing of the fishers
➢ Shrinking fleet
➢ Ownership in a few companies



Again - corporatisation and loss of employment 
was predictable and intended consequence of 
ITQs.

People discuss intended outcomes of ITQs as 
negatives.  Eg high lease fees, reduced 
employment

Is this what we really wanted?



In Australia (and non-Maori NZ) rents generally gifted, with no 
attempt to ensure any community benefit from rents, 

(although this occurs elsewhere)  



Successfully cut ~160 vessels / 
450 jobs from the fishery (“too 
many boats”)

This reduction in “costs”  created 
$62 million in rent

~100 jobs cut to export rent from 
Tasmania

Still “too many boats” so industry 
want to cut employment with 
input control changes

Stock rebuilding to also increase 
rent.   



“At its most substantial, the number of 
residents peaked above 1200.

By the turn of the century, the population had 
shrunk by 500, threatening basic services. The 
commercial fishing industry fell away, and 
beef farms across the island consolidated.”



A tiny fraction of rent returned to 
the community until 2012.

Fishery now relies on public 
subsides

Rents exported

Employment benefit cut due to 
lower catch.  And now there’s 
claims of “too many divers”.  



“maximise the economic return to the Australian 
community”

- Tasmanian abalone paid a royalty until 2015
- Tasmanian kelp harvesting continues to pay

- Victorian commercial scallop dive licence was auctioned
- Some company tax paid

- Some reinvestment of private rents to the benefit of the 
community (~ 2%)

- Trickle down of wealth of those quota owners who live 
in the jurisdiction?  



Some cracks in the theory…

➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 

➢ Catch never shifted away from periods 
of high/catchability/low quality/ low 
price so still need closures.

➢ Why? Transferability means quota is 
infinite for lease fishers 

➢ Why wasn’t this obvious?



Some cracks in the theory…
➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 

➢ ITQs haven’t incentivised industry to set conservative 
TACs, even to prevent limit reference points being 
breached. 

Leon et al. show bias 
against protecting 
declining stocks with 
TAC cuts in 35 ITQ 
managed fisheries in 
Australia and NZ.  And 
outline ~ 6 reasons why 
the theory was naïve.   



Some cracks in the theory…
➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 

➢ ITQs haven’t incentivised industry to set conservative 
TACs, even to prevent limit reference points being 
breached. 

Leon et al. show bias 
against protecting 
declining stocks with 
TAC cuts in 35 ITQ 
managed fisheries in 
Australia and NZ.  And 
outline ~ 6 reasons why 
the theory was naïve.   



Some cracks in the theory…
➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 

And more – the theory of ITQs was naive
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speaks for itself 



What’s the objective?
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Some cracks in the theory…
➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 

An no evidence of improved ecosystem stewardship with 
ITQs. Regulation of inputs by managers needed.



Some cracks in the theory…
➢ Promote “fishing to market” 
➢ Promote stewardship by fishers
➢ Fishers become owners of the resource so are 

incentivised to allow good harvest strategies
➢ Less competition so reduces capital stuffing 
➢ Less competition so safer for fishers 

Transferability squeezes lease fishers…
…and increases risk taking. 



➢ Increase technical efficiency of the fleet to 
create economic rents

➢ Enable future cash flows to be capitalised into 
share prices

➢ Rewards entrepreneurialism / corporatisation of 
the supply chain

➢ Enable inefficient fishers to exit with wealth
➢ Contracts the number of fishing firms (“too many 

boats”  or “too many divers”, etc)

Some cracks in the theory…

“…we found little evidence for a temporal change in 
either excess capacity or efficiency following the 
introduction of an ITQ system in the Tasmanian rock 
lobster fishery”

Ie the operators who survive have deepest pockets / 
most motivation.  Not the best operations.



“Too many fishers” versus “corporatisation”

Regrets emerged about loss of owner 
operators.

Corporatisation was predicted but the 
sophisticated manipulation of markets was 
not. 

Eg processor deals to control market share.



No question that efficient industries that generate 
rent can be good for the community…



ABSTRACT: The imperiled status of global fish stocks offers clear evidence of the comprehensive failure of national 
governments to provide coherent management to protect those stocks. The universal policy response to this failure 
seems to consist of nothing more imaginative than the free gifting to the commercial fishing sector of permanent 
endowments of income and wealth under the Utopian claims associated with individual transferable quotas (ITQs). It 
now seems that the fishing industry is to be entrusted to become exemplary stewards, to become efficient, to 
maximize resource rent, to stop racing for fish, and to make society better off. These exultant promises are rendered 
false by the incoherent models from fisheries economics that are confused about the essential concepts of: 
1. Efficiency; 2. Economic rent; 3. Resource rent; 4. Ricardian rent; 5. Average costs and average revenue among firms 
and across an industry; 6. Extra-normal profits; 7. Stewardship; 8. Property; 9. Rights; 10. Privileges; and 11. Property 
rights.
This spurious and misguided embrace of ITQs can only compound the tragedies of past malfeasance
by the dangerous endorsement of this bundle of confusions, contrivances, and deceits.

…but the details are important 
and the current ITQ structure 
fails to deliver against 
management responsibilities



Thank you.



Tax versus Royalties

Feroe Islands
8% revenue as royalty

+ government cost recovery
+ 30% corporate tax on taxable income (actual ?) 

Tasmania
0.1% lease fees as royalty

+ zero government cost recovery
+ 30% corporate tax on taxable income (actual 

1.1% revenue) 



Is hoping that some corporate 
tax will be paid enough?  

Who has better accountants –
owner operators or corporates?

Who has more opportunity to 
offset – integrated corporations 

with overseas operations or 
owner operators?  



How to recover community benefit? 
First prioritise a benefit  

FOOD

Eg require local sale

EMPLOYMENT /
NEW ENTRANTS /

REGIONAL ACTIVITY /

Eg raise TAC and  
regulate catch with 

input controls instead 
(ITE system) 

COMMUNITY 
ECONOMIC BENEFIT

Eg Royalties (perhaps 
at same rate as land 

tax to encourage 
entrepreneurism) 



Treasury understand the anomaly of 
fisheries not paying for access to a public 

resources.

Only held back by politicians.

Think fisheries are not worth it?  Consider 
the effort they put into taxis.  





Trends in the abalone fishery – more 
stewardship required



- Rapid increase in catch / effort in 1980s/1990s
- Peaked @ 1500 t in 1998 for whole eastern 

zone (ie including Acteaons and to SE Cape) 
- Declines over last decade
- >90% of the eastern fishery south of Tasman 

Peninsular (ie ~ 10% in the area currently of 
concern for barrens)



- All commercial abalone divers are 
GPS tracked

- As the total allowable commercial 
catch has been cut, they’re now 
visiting few locations 

- Catch per hectare is steady



South 

North 

Barrens
seen

- Yellow blocks have indicators of 
increasing stock abundance, blue 
have trends of decreasing abundance

- Dot size is proportional to catch
- East coast abalone stocks have been 

in decline since ~ 2010
- Spatial pattern indicates caused 

primarily by factor other than 
barrens

- i.e. catch limit was too high,  cyclic 
down turn in recruitment, heat 
waves



South North 
Barrens

seen

- Red squares (2018) are further below 
historical norms (boxes) in the SE

- Conclusion 1. – the woes of the east 
coast abalone fishery are not 
primarily loss of habitat to barrens

- Conclusion 2. – conservative catch 
setting important regardless of 
ecosystem change



WHY DO WE HAVE TAC-ITQ 
MANAGEMENT?

And how do we future-proof it?
By Dr Nick Rayns

FutureCatch



FISHERIES TO THE 1980S

• Fishing gear & technology development
• Markets, refrigeration & transport development
• New deeper water, higher volume fisheries
• The rising cost of investment
• Foreign fishers in Australian waters
• Profit & investment risks due to input control management
• The limits of fisheries resources recognised
• The rise of sustainability as a principle of development
• Stock collapses a regular event
- Something(s) had to change.



WHY TAC-ITQS?  THE PROS
• Macro changes in global economics – capitalism & free trade was good
• UNCLOS, UNFSA, declaration of 200nm EEZ & foreign fishers leave AFZ
• Development & exploitation of resources was encouraged – risk & ownership issues
• The failure of existing fisheries management approaches – ageing fleets, low investment, 

annual access rights, poor profits, a ‘produce’ rather than ‘market’ approach

• Fisheries becoming out of step with the rest of the market-based economy
• The unrealised value of natural resources was recognised – so how to take advantage of 

it?

Some form of long-term security of access combined with a limit on the amount that 
could be harvested (satisfied sustainability and also created scarcity value)



WHY TAC-ITQS?  THE CONS
• The privatisation of access to a public resource
• Windfall gains by current fishers
• Market power – quota aggregation
• Foreign ownership & foreign boats
• The cost of future entry – owner-operator v corporates
• Quota owner versus fisher
• Effects on fishing communities – fewer employed & where are the profits?
• The quota market – transparent or manipulated?
• Some fisheries have been successful under input controls, so why change?

Significant resistance and delay in moving to TAC-ITQ management & some 
fisheries may not be suited anyway



THE NEW ZEALAND TAC-ITQ EXPERIENCE
• The introduction of TAC-ITQ management in 1986
• Fixed or variable proportions of the catch – a $110M fix
• Monitoring the catch & enforcing ITQs – a $10M fix
• Limits on foreign investment, quota aggregation and minimum holdings
• The Treaty of Waitangi & fisheries – a large transfer of wealth
• Expanding the ITQ system – how many stocks is too many?
• The costs of implementation & maintenance - cost recovery
• Protecting the rights-based system
• All parties failing to listen and adapt to change 
• Industry feels like it’s ‘under siege’



THE AUSTRALIAN TAC-ITQ EXPERIENCE
• 1988 first domestic TAC on Eastern Gemfish 
• Commonwealth fisheries ITQs from the early 1990s (not completed until 2011)
• State/NT fisheries ITQs from the late 1990s (still being introduced)
• Decision processes disruptive, costly and lengthy for many fisheries
• Different fisheries rules in each jurisdiction – incl. foreign ownership, quota aggregation & cost 

recovery
• Fishing rights with various statutory strengths & weaknesses
• Over time fewer on-water participants & more investors (incl. former fishers)
• A greater market focus, but still many producers
• Improved capital value and profitability overall

Where to next?



TRENDS THAT IMPACT ON ITQS

• The (continuing) expansion of what ‘sustainable seafood’ means

• Increasing climate effects on seafood  

• Changing community attitudes towards access to natural resources

• The rise of the Chinese market and its future

• The nationalist tide & trade barriers

• Vegetarians, vegans and protein substitutes

• Financial markets, investment & negative interest rates



WHAT SUSTAINABLE SEAFOOD MEANS NOW
• the seafood itself, including how it is killed

• the marine ecosystem, especially protected species

• the seafood supply chain & the welfare of its people

• the welfare of other animals - bycatch

• the community’s demand/right to know about their fish

• carbon footprint & zero carbon seafood.

Do you have good, straightforward answers to what actions you are taking to be 
sustainable when people ask; that involve you taking some responsibility?



CLIMATE TRENDS & VARIABILITY
• Ocean warming (1+ degree C average to date but regionally quite variable)

• Changes in currents & water-mass movements are significant (strengthening, 
weakening, seasonal changes)

• Extreme marine events more common (both up and down)

• Stock productivity, range &/or reproductive impacts are already happening and likely 
to for many more species

Are you monitoring the oceanographic changes in your fishery and modelling 
future scenarios that enable you to take and/or plan for adaptive action now?



CHANGING COMMUNITY ATTITUDES

• Expect to be able to reasonably access ‘their’ natural resources & for those using it to be transparent 
in public reporting 

• The history of commercial fisheries management is unknown to more than 99% of Australians
• Community issues regarding public resources are often reflected in political positions on those 

issues
• Social media enables a new set of pathways by which interest groups express views on issues
• Industry has something of a choice about whether to go into a ‘protect’ and/or ‘adapt’ modes of 

response
• The NZ Our Promise/report card is one way of publicly responding to changing community attitudes, 

but more is needed
What is your strategy to monitor community trends, objectively analyse which ones matter to 
your industry, make changes to address them and communicate those back to the community 
and politicians?



MATTERS FOR CONSIDERATION
• Develop a national strategy to protect commercial fishing rights and recognise the strategy 

must adapt to always changing circumstances
• Create a public and political narrative about the benefits of your fisheries to the community 

and why TAC-ITQ fisheries are best-placed to deliver those benefits
• Identify the key risks to your fishing rights and to the extent you can invest in reducing 

those risks, including gaining statutory strength
• Consider how free you want the quota market to be and what limits you want placed upon 

it based on a formal analysis of the costs and benefits
• Learn from other sectors, especially water rights, as there are some striking parallels with 

fishing rights
• Consider an Australian version of the NZ ‘Promise’ and ‘Ocean Bounty’ initiatives to gain 

public support for who you are and what you do.



THANK YOU & QUESTIONS



Strategies supporting access 
rights of owner-operators of 

small-scale fisheries (SSFs) in a 
neoliberal world

Evelyn Pinkerton, School of Resource & Environmental 
Management, Simon Fraser University, 

British Columbia, Canada 
epinkert@sfu.ca



(1) Recent inspiring developments in British 
Columbian owner-operator fisheries
• Fisheries Minister Romeo LeBlanc originally brought in fleet 

separation and owner-operator policies for the under 65 ft. inshore 
fleet on Canada’s east coast in 1970s and 1990s (& PIIFCAF in 2007). 
Since this was policy but not law, violations took the form of trust 
agreements and controlling agreements and even some ITQs

• LeBlanc’s son Dominic, as Fisheries Minister in 2018, proposed that 
the Fisheries Act be amended to entrench these policies into law

• The Parliamentary Committee on Fisheries was then intensely 
lobbied by British Columbia fishermen to extend this policy and law 
to Canada’s heavily ITQed Pacific fisheries.



…Recent developments in British Columbian 
owner-operator fisheries

• Young fishermen touched the hearts of Parliamentary 
Committee which decided to study the issue & then 
recommended “made-in-BC” transition to owner-operator 
in a May 2019 report, through an Independent Commission 
on a BC owner-operator policy

• Canadian Fisheries Act was amended in June 2019, laying the 
groundwork for making owner-operator & fleet separation 
mandatory in Atlantic inshore fisheries & recommending 
consideration of social & cultural components of all fisheries, 
in addition to economic. 



What British Columbia example illustrates

• With appropriate leadership, entrenched policies can be 
challenged!

• ITQs are permits/privileges (not rights) & can be eliminated 
by policy decisions if the pubic so wills.

• New Zealanders surveyed public opinion Sept 2019: 
overwhelming support for radical reform of their ITQ system

• Even conservative ideology feels threatened by possible loss 
of jobs and sovereignty with freely transferable ITQs 

• Politicians are touched by youth whose futures are being 
ruined (e.g., Greta!)



BC/Atlantic Canada exemplify one of 8 possible 
strategies that are alternatives to ITQs

• (1) State prohibits access rights for non-fishermen [occupational 
criteria]

• Norwegian fleet separation. Ottar Brox. “battle of Trollfjord”

• These 8 strategies are not mutually exclusive: some include 
aspects of the others, based on a combination of geographic 
location, occupation, scale of operations, and political or 
ecological values such as the wellbeing of local communities and 
ecosystems 

• They are worth considering separately because they show how 
widespread and varied the alternatives are



Alternatives to neoliberal approaches to 
access: 8 facilitating strategies

• (1) State prohibits access rights for non-fishermen

• (2) Local or national institutions hold & lease out 
access rights according to place-based & sustainability 
criteria

• (3) Local bodies limit sale or lease of access rights to 
certain kinds of buyers (transferability is limited)

• (4) State uses non-market mechanisms to limit &
transfer licenses/quotas (cannot be bought and sold)



…Alternatives to ITQs and neoliberal access 
control: 
• (5) Local governing bodies exercise conservation rights by 

closing local fisheries when stock conditions will not 
support a fishery (contrary to wishes of the state)

• (6) Successful resistance by artisanal fisheries to invasion 
& overfishing by larger gear & development projects

• (7) Alternative marketing strategies by SSFs bypass 
corporate fish processors: gain market power

• (8) State regulation or re-regulation dampens neoliberal 
control mechanisms



(2) Local, state, or national institutions hold & lease 
out access rights according to place-based &
sustainability criteria: regional & local examples
• (a) Cape Cod Fisheries Trust (privately funded, regional)

• (b) Licence bank held by 3 BC tribal councils (state funded, 
regional)

• (c) BC Groundfish License/Quota Bank (NGO funded, 
regional)

• (d) Thorupstrand Coastal Fishermen’s Guild in Denmark 
(local fishing community) more efficient than trawl fishery 
(obtains higher value for fish per unit of fuel consumed in 
fishery + lower discard rate)



… (2) Local, state, or national institutions hold & 
lease out access rights according to place-based & 
sustainability criteria: (no funding involved)

• (e) Alaska CDQ Program: national & state allocation of 10% 
of offshore groundfish ITQs to regional organizations which 
use lease revenues to fund local fishing licence access 

• (f) Namibian government: allocates IQs preferentially to 
vessels with Namibian ownership & crew

• (g) Canadian gov’t re-allocates catch from offshore foreign 
vessels in EEZ to 3 co-operatives which lease out catch to 
members.



…State issues IQs based on equity or ecological 
performance (as license banks do)
• Namibian government leases quota to individuals/companies for set 

periods; lower fees for vessels carrying many Namibian crew  

• Lease fee covers costs of managing this public resource 

• Non-market values, which license banks take as principles, show how 
licensing could be used by government to achieve desired fishing 
behavior needed for conservation  

• Enables fishermen to get fair price because not controlled by 
processors; avoids hi-priced ITQ leasing, while rewarding conservation 
practices & local hiring 



…More on licence banks/quota banks

• Does not have to cost government anything if it’s simply a 
reallocation of existing privileges (Alaska & Newfoundland 
examples)

• Some licence/quota banks are licences/quota purchased by 
local organizations through grants from foundations, etc., 
and with ongoing fund-raising (e.g., Cape Cod Fisheries Trust)



Non-transferable Individual quotas (IQs) do 
the job without the problems of ITQ
• Newfoundland fixed-gear halibut fishery since 2013 issues equal IQs 

to inshore multi-species fishermen if they earn a certain amount in 
other fisheries (i.e., not opportunists, but serious fishermen).

• Fishermen choose in advance the 2-week period they want to fish, 
and thus there is no “race”: effort spread out over season

• $200 licence fee pays entire cost of program designed by fishermen, 
including dockside monitoring: no cost to government

• Designed by former DFO economist and fishermen’s union rep, 
working with SSFs province-wide.



Some European states distribute IQs to Producer 
Organizations to divide up available TAC

• France uses IQs instead of ITQs to distribute access privileges 
to regional Producer Organizations.



(3) Local bodies limit sale of access rights to 
certain kinds of buyers [geographic criteria]

(a) EU local Producer Organizations in many countries only 
allow sale of IQs to other members of the Producer 
Organization (regionally organized)

(b) Levelton report (Nova Scotia) recommended community 
consultations re who can receive transferred license

(c) Norwegian farmers won’t let farmland be sold to non-
farmers [a and b are geographic criteria; c is occupational]



(4) States use non-market mechanisms to limit 
and transfer licenses [//Namibia]

*Maine, USA: lobster licenses owned by state; 
revert to state on retirement; reissued or terminated 
if fewer licenses desirable; apprenticeship program 
to help youth jump the queue, with trap limits

*France: IQs revert to Producer Organization and 
are re-allocated to another fisher. Cannot be sold.



(5) Local governing bodies exercise conservation rights by 
closing local fisheries when stock conditions will not 
support a fishery

• Haida Nation (Indigenous) legally stops Canadian 
Department of Fisheries (DFO) from opening a herring 
fishery in an area they co-manage with Parks Canada and 
DFO

• the existence of a co-management board with a history of 
successful collaboration in the area was the main reason a 
judge ruled in favour of Haida, against opening the fishery

• If the herring fishery had been ITQed, Haida success would 
have been unlikely



(6) successful resistance by artisanal fisheries to 
invasion & overfishing by larger gear & habitat 
destruction by development projects
• Torres Straits Islanders resisted pressures to move into more 

“business-like” rock lobster fishing operations, despite intense 
competition from ITQed fishery; they preferred small-scale, low-
overhead 

• Eastport Peninsula Lobster Protection Committee in Newfoundland 
combined interdisciplinary knowledge & support of both university 
researchers & government scientists with their own knowledge; local 
fishers developed & promoted a unique approach to lobster 
conservation based on exclusive harvesting rights & a diverse array of 
conservation initiatives, including closed areas.

• Both assert local cultural values and resist outside pressure



…(6) successful resistance by artisanal fisheries to 
invasion & overfishing by larger gear & habitat 
destruction by development projects
• Dominican Republic: university helps legitimize local SSFs banning 

outsiders using destructive gear & dynamite 

• Malawi SSFs on Lake Chiuta: chiefs evict hi-tech gear of outsiders & 
show that only small gear is appropriate for ecology of lake

• In both Malawi and Dominican Republic, state contributes no funding 
but legitimizes locals to evict destructive outsiders.

• Lummi Tribe in Washington State, US, defeats attempt to build coal 
port terminal which would destroy its herring and crab SSF // BC 
(social movements with non-indigenous supporters resist pipelines)



(7) alternative marketing strategies by SSFs 
bypass corporate fish processors
• Direct marketing: fishermen employ more people per unit of 

fish sold & get better price for higher quality product

• Community Supported Fisheries: social enterprise that uses 
market power to support a broader range of benefits

• Accountability to conscientious consumers concerned about 
labor injustices, overfishing, mislabeling 

• Customers pay any sum in advance; informed when fish 
arrives & choose what to buy & when; learn identity of 
fisherman. In both cases, fishermen get c.30% higher price



(8) government regulation or re-regulation which 
dampens neoliberal control mechanisms

• Norwegian pushback against ITQs through proposed 
constitutional amendments to limit transfer of ITQs to 
county

• In Iceland, unlike most other countries engaging in such 
practices, there have been 26 convictions of bankers and 
financiers since 2010 and the popularity of the Pirate Party in 
2016 revealed public anger against government’s failure to 
regulate the ITQed fisheries in the public interest.



The problem: why SSFs tend to get deprived of 
access rights [paradigm of neoliberal economists] 

• The Sunken Billions 2008 by World Bank & FAO.  difference between potential & 
actual net economic benefits from marine fisheries = USD 50 bn/yr. “by improving 
governance of marine fisheries, society could capture a substantial part of this 
annual economic  loss…Excess competition over limited fish resources results in 
declining productivity, economic inefficiency, & depressed fisher incomes”

• “Some of the [Icelandic] economists who are responsible for the introduction of 
the ITQ system did, before the meltdown, quite honestly express[the view] that 
the privatization of the commons inevitably causes smaller communities to lose 
out. They even questioned whether fisheries-dependent communities are 
actually part of the fishing industry proper. The exclusion of these communities 
was seen by them to be not just logical, but also justifiable, rational &
necessary”*

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Bank
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marine_fisheries


…why SSFs tend to get deprived of access 
rights [paradigm of neoliberal economists]

• Fiona McCormack 2017: expropriation of SSFs 
considered necessary to increase efficiency (New 
Zealand excluded 1500-1800)

•Pinkerton and Davis 2015. SSFs in BC deliberately 
excluded in 1969 limited entry program if earned less 
than $2,500/yr

• Stephen Marglin: artisanal production nearly always 
considered an obstacle to capitalist profit



…the problem: discrepancies in claims that 
neoliberal policies create incentives to conserve

• ITQs and other neoliberal policies tend instead to have 
negative effects on incentives to conserve

• incentives that appeal to self-interest are likely to fail when 
they undermine the moral values that lead people to act 
altruistically or in other public-spirited ways (Bowles)

• Torres Straits SSFs rejected ITQs because they felt ITQs would 
make people greedy & undermine community relations

• Icelandic SSFs believed their ITQ system was oriented only 
toward economic goals & did not protect fisheries resources



What these strategies together illustrate:

• the need for governance informed by thinking beyond the narrow 
perspective of neoliberal economics – thinking which considers 
equitable distribution, legitimacy, the importance of livelihoods, the 
health of local ecosystems, & many socio-economic, cultural, &
ecological issues

• the thinking behind neoliberal economics is asocial or even anti-social 
& does not match what has been recorded on the ground by other 
social scientists, including other economists.

• SSFs can be efficient, effective, sustainable, resilient & serve a more 
general social purpose of great value to public welfare and to 
government agencies, one not dedicated only to profit making.



We cannot afford to ignore:

• Five of the overall strategies involved government policies or regulations 
which directly enabled small-scale fisheries to survive. At least some 
government attention or regulation is often required to achieve the 
broader goals of fisheries management

• The role of culture in framing the social construction of particular 
problems.

• Social institutions for regulating fisheries may or may not emerge, 
depending on: 
• whether or not particular problems are recognized; 
• whether or not those problems make it onto group or institutional 

agendas



…What these strategies together illustrate:

• the ability of local or regional organizations of small-scale 
fishers to address difficult challenges to their survival. All of 
these would have benefitted from government support 

• overlap in use of certain strategies: keeping licenses in local 
areas, keeping licenses affordable, preventing transfer of 
licenses via the market, allowing only owner-operators to 
own licenses, asserting local conservation rights to prevent 
habitat destruction or use of destructive gear, direct 
marketing to obtain optimum value from fishing, providing 
loans or support to local small-scale fisheries



…What these strategies together illustrate

• Many countries consider fish a public good to which access is 
accorded in relation to the benefits accruing to adjacent fishing 
communities or the nation, as in Namibia. In the Dominican Republic, 
Lake Chiuta in Malawi, & the Haida in BC, government or the courts 
played a useful role in recognizing the value of local conservation 
rights & granted or delegated formal protection against outside 
fishers under their authority.

• In a neoliberalizing world, the rights to protect fish habitat & stocks 
from destructive developments & to prevent complete domination 
by corporate parties in controlling raw fish markets could be 
considered as important as, or even more important than, access 
rights. 



…What these strategies together illustrate

• Interdisciplinary knowledge and a mutually-supportive social 
movement is often built through coalitions between multiple 
actors who shared intersecting interests in conservation &
access rights, as occurred in the Dominican Republic, in 
Newfoundland, & with the Lummi & their allies in 
Washington State



…these strategies together illustrate how SSFs 
contribute to social & ecological welfare
• Small-scale fishers who have gained access rights or privileges 

through their own struggles have played both ecologically & socially 
positive roles in local marine or lake ecosystems, & in contributing to 
the wellbeing of their communities and even their nations. 

• This should not be surprising, considering that small-scale fishers are 
less concerned with private capital accumulation than with food 
security, livelihoods, & community wellbeing. When they have these, 
their communities are net contributors to the larger public &
ecological welfare, & will seldom be a drain on public resources. They 
are instead a substantial boon to public welfare which needs to be 
recognized & protected
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